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Jim’s musical background started with violin at age 

11. He discovered not only a love of music, but the 

positive community of peers who became his closest 

friends. He then pursued vocal music, and by the 

end of high school, played and sang in seven ensembles and competed 

at the state level.   

 

Native of Michigan and graduate of the University of Michigan, studying 

choral education and communication, Jim has spent his career in 

television production and post-production.  He worked as Senior 

Producer at Encore Video in Hollywood producing visual effects for 

notables like the famed “Ally McBeal” Dancing Baby, “News Radio,” and 

other shows and commercials for Fox, Paramount, Warner Bros., Disney, 

and others.  He also coordinated post production at Digital Magic in 

Santa Monica for “Buffy, the Vampire Slayer”, “Angel”, “Curb Your 

Enthusiasm”, “The Beach Boys—An American Family”, as well as a host of 

commercials, movies of the week, and music videos.   

 

He also won a conducting contest in Los Angeles with the grand prize an 

opportunity to conduct the LA Philharmonic at the Hollywood Bowl, 

opening the famed Tchaikovsky with Fireworks concert.   

 

Jim spent several years back in Michigan serving corporate clients, most 

notably Johnson Controls, Dana Corporation, MTU, Borg-Warner, several 

publishers and authors, among others. His work has been lauded by 

ITVA, Addy, and Telly Awards.  Currently in Orlando, he is busy running 

Studio Pinard, a boutique of branded video production, advertising & 

photography.    

 

“My music background has served me professionally, having worked with 

composers, music mixers, and even writing compositions of my own. 

Having a working knowledge of theory and composition has helped 

tremendously getting what I want out of music collaborations.  

 



The Ming Shih Academy brings all the positive aspect of the music 

community to a global stage. The opportunity to preserve and provide 

world-class music education and performance to future generations with 

current and forthcoming technology is unprecedented and very exciting.” 


